
Wareologie, LLC has created a new medical device for

rehabilitation that addresses patient and clinician needs to

improve mobilization and safety. Portable Parallel Bars™

revolutionize physical therapy access by bringing the

device to the patient’s bedside or home and enables them

to stand more independently. Portable Parallel Bars™ are

an FDA Registered device. The Portable Parallel Bars™

were designed for amputee, acute care, stroke recovery,

prosthetic, strengthening, hip fracture, knee replacement,

and post surgery patients.

Portable Parallel Bars™ fold in less than 2 minutes and is on

wheels for easy transport. They are durable and have the

structural integrity to allow the patient to safely stand,

balance, practice weight-bearing (up to 600 lbs.) and take

first recovery steps. The adjustable height and width of the

bars accommodates pediatric and adult patients. This

compact mobile device can be used and stored to save

space. The sleek design makes it easy to disinfect between

uses. Portable Parallel Bars™ are a perfect addition to the

existing line of Durable Medical Equipment (DME) products

such as Stair Climber, Lift belts, and Therapy tables.

ABOUT US
Wareologie, LLC develops adaptive devices to

empower people with physical challenges to ability

to carry out activities of daily living.  Wareologie’s

mission is to enable people increased levels of

independence and the power to age in place helping

maintain one’s dignity  Wareologie was founded in

2019 by Gina Adams with support from the Michigan

Small Business Development Center (MI-SBDC) and

Lawrence Technological University’s Centrepolis

Accelerator. Wareologie is a certified WBENC

company.
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ONLINE 

GINA ADAMS
Gina Adams is the Founder and CEO of Wareologie, a social

venture that creates innovative hardware to empower people

to recover and age in place. The company started as a direct

result of Adams witnessing the severe impacts of Parkinson’s

on her stepfather.  She was inspired to create adaptive-friendly

accessories to restore confidence and dignity for people with

physical challenges. Wareologie is certified by the Woman

Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC). Adams holds

the patent for Buttons 2 Button magnetic button adaptors and

a pending patent for the Portable Parallel Bars™

Adams worked in the apparel industry for over 15 years at The

North Face and then as a Divisional Wholesale Merchandiser at

J. Crew working in sales analysis and product line strategy. This

led Adams to her pursuit to create adaptive apparel that

empowers people with independence, confidence, and

wellbeing.

Adams is the Executive Director of the environmental nonprofit,

Peace, Love & Planet, a board member of the Michigan United

Cerebral Palsy Foundation, and a member of the Lawrence

Tech University's Centrepolis Accelerator. In 2021, Adams was

selected to participate in the AARP AgeTech Collaborative and

awarded a contract by the VA to develop Portable Parallel

Bars™

Adams holds a Master of Business Administration from Wayne

State University and a Bachelor of Science degree in Human

Environment and Design from Michigan State University. 

https://www.facebook.com/WareologieLLC

https://www.linkedin.com/company/wareologie

https://www.instagram.com/wareologie

https://www.wareologie.com/

VIDEO LINKS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0HNXMdfZ5w

DEMO

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/CbK_fEQnxKY

https://youtube.com/shorts/X83sDMq6Iaw

SET UP AND COLLAPSE

TESTIMONIAL
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CERTIFICATIONS

 
COMPANY DATA

DUNS               CAGE Code   
084397981       8Q8L1          

UNIQUE ENTITY ID     HS. Code  
U96VJ7GP2N64      96062200

NAICS
423450 541690 424310
424330 423910

Product Service Codes
8440 8445 8514
AJ13 7810

FDA Registration#      FSC
3022472571      6530

PAST PERFORMANCE

DV Jahn Every Human
My Posso The Wright Stuff
Amazon VHA Innov. Network

OVERVIEW

Wareologie is a woman-owned medical developer and 
supplier of transformative, assistive devices that restore 
independence for people with physical challenges. Our 
mission is to empower the freedom of self-care to help 
people recover and age in place.

Since 2019, Wareologie has released several innovative 
therapy products including: Patented Buttons2Button 
Magnetic Adaptors™ and Portable Parallel Bars™. The 
Portable Parallel Bars™ are designed to revolutionize 
physical therapy and improve patient access, clinician 
efficiencies, and reduce healthcare costs. Once patients 
receive restorative therapy, Wareologie offers high-end, 
adaptive accessories to advance the patient’s ability to 
carry out activities of daily living independently and help 
restore dignity.

CORE COMPETENCIES
 
	w	Research and development of medical prototypes  
  and proprietary assistive devices
	w	Manufacturing of Food and Drug Administration   
  (FDA) consumer rehabilitation products 
 w	Global supplier and importer
 w	Lines: Adaptive dressing aids, daily living aids,  
  therapy aids, kitchen aids

DIFFERENTIATORS
	
	w	Food and Drug Administration (FDA) registered  
  Specification Developer, Class 1 Exempt 
 w	USA manufactured 
 w	Original designs and expedited prototyping

Creating Adaptive and Rehabilitation Equipment with a Purpose

Voted Best Commercialized 
Product by Lawrence  

Technological University!

2021

FDA 
REGISTERED

Wareologie LLC
21415 Civic Center Dr., Bldg# 18, Suite 100
Southfield MI 48076
www.wareologie.com 

Contact:
(248) 478-0945
info@wareologie.com 
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